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Fellow Toastmasters:  
  
At the core of the Toastmasters program are its members. Those of us who made a  decision to join the 
organization (a Toastmasters Club) to learn and master the Communication and Leadership skills have 
benefited from personal and professional growths a swell as built self-confidence in the process.   
  
Toastmasters International is an organization which offers and extends the benefits of effective 
communication and sound leadership skills, to those who need them. The "Clubs" provide 
the environment to learn and practice these skills. Members in these Clubs therefore become "customers" 
of these products of 'communication and leadership' building and are ready to pay the associated costs 
(the club dues) in order to learn and benefit from the stated benefits.   
   
What is Value Proposition? 
A value proposition (VP) is an offer (invitation) that describes the quantifiable benefit(s) that the 
individuals or organizations such as Toastmasters offer and promises to deliver the stated benefits. 
The development of VP is based on a review and analysis of the benefits, costs and value that an 
organization can deliver to its (1) customers (at Toastmasters Club, it's members); (2) prospective 
customers (guests attending TM club meetings); and (3) other constituent groups within and outside of 
the organization (guests attending Area, Division and District contests/conferences and other related TM 
events) and targeted employees of local organizations and businesses. A VP is also a positioning of 
value, where Value = Benefits / Cost (cost includes risk). 
  
Most of the time, when organizations such as Toastmasters are asked about their 'value proposition' 
they generally describe their 'core competencies' - i.e., the Communication & Leadership skills. But that is 
not the only thing what most customers of today (the potential members) care about. They want to 
know how to turn these 'core competencies' into values. The customers (the members) not only want to 
know “What’s in it for me?” but “Why buy from you (i.e., your particular club) and/or why attend a 
particular event?” How will I benefit? 
  
A prospective Toastmaster of today is increasingly sophisticated and savvy (generally does the 
homework before physically coming to a TM club meeting) and at times, visits one or more clubs before 
making a final decision to join a particular club. Individual Club's web site play an important if not crucial 
role in attracting prospective Toastmaster to one or more clubs in a local area. (currently about 40% of 
the clubs in D-65 do not have a club web site!) The decision to join a club (be it a 'closed' or an 'open' 
club) by a prospective member and/or eligible employee are generally based on individual club's 
environment (warm, friendly, professional, supportive, etc.) and more importantly, the perception whether 
a club can deliver - what the program promises. Naturally well run and managed clubs, especially with 
larger membership (20+) have a comparative advantage of attracting prospective members over smaller 
clubs and especially over the single digit membership clubs! The 'value proposition' for a prospective 
Toastmasters therefore also lies with the critical mass in a given club as well as the clubs that can help 
deliver tangible results.  
  
So what happens to Clubs with less than 10 or under 15 members? Well, first these low memberships 
clubs need to recognize this comparative disadvantage, rather than ignore it year after year and 
continuing their status quo. Second, these clubs need to help themselves first by working hard 
and continually creating an environment of cohesiveness, professionalism, and fun. Third, these clubs 
need to make "value" as their mantra in order to attract, retain, and deliver 'value proposition' (the 
benefits) at each and every club meeting - period. The days of prospective members just walking into a 
club and becoming members are increasingly diminishing.  
   
When a member acquires continual "value" (the benefits) at his/her club, they make excellent progress 
and invariably succeed in their personal and professional life. They also renew their membership year-
after-year to continue enjoying the benefits. When they do not and/or cease to receive the "value" 



(benefits) and/or receive less than their expectations, they leave the club and the TM organization. Each 
year, about a third or more  Toastmasters leave district 65 for one reason or the other. Interestingly at 
Toastmasters club, the cost/benefit is essentially a no-brainer! Where else can one get the huge support, 
the secured environment, the camaraderie, and the opportunity to practice, excel, grow and succeed - for 
about $5.00 a month? The cost/benefit of a Toastmasters program therefore is truly unprecedented.   
  
At all Toastmasters Clubs and all Toastmasters events 'value creating features' must be imbedded in 
order to attract and retain members and have successful club and district events.  
  
Here are a dozen examples of 'value proposition' applications that can be applied to TM events and 
projects at club and district levels. (1) Club/Area/Division contest events; (2) District conference 
events; (3) the project of building of one new club in each of the 23 Areas in District 65 during 2010-2011; 
(4) making club officers training events more effective and not logistically challenged; (5) making district 
officers training event practical and a "real" learning experience; (6) making ECMs mandatory with 
accountability; (7) the project of having an effective, practical and 'user-friendly' district web site and other 
social media applications; (8) the project of timely publication of district telephone directory; (9) 
coordination, planning and management of effective demo meeting events; (10) meeting and exceeding 
the four critical success factors goals, as laid down by Toastmaster International. (11) bi-annual 
presentation of 'moments of truth' module at all clubs irrespective of performance or membership size; 
and finally (12) the process of recognizing individuals and club achievements for outstanding 
performances/achievements by the top-three district officers. The opportunities to improve the 
performances of clubs and the management of the district, using 'value propositions' as a tool of 
evaluating cost, value and benefits are essentially endless.   
  
Many 'seasoned' marketers have trouble understanding the 'value propositions' as there is some 
confusions about what makes a 'value proposition' really effective; including how to find one in the first 
place! Because the 'value propositions' are so important to "conversion" - i.e., making a few small but 
crucial changes (in running of Cubs, Areas, Divisions and District) that can have a huge impact across all 
of the 'marketing' efforts.  
  
Using the old cliche, the benefits of the Toastmasters program continues to be 'the best kept secret' in 
district 65 community. Partly it is due to under advertising, under publicizing and under promoting of clubs 
and especially Toastmasters events outside of the clubs. (here there is a tremendous room and 
opportunity for improvements going forward.) In addition, there is a mind set in the district 65, that outside 
of the club events are for Toastmasters only. The 'value proposition' of extending these events and 
therefore its benefits to invited guests and/or general public may become a daunting task to event 
organizers. It need not be so. The 'value' of these events unfortunately are lost each year and the 
benefit are enjoyed, literally by a handful of Toastmasters in the district. (The attendances at most Area 
and Division contests and at the District conferences remain dismal at best). The pricing (the cost of 
admission) then becomes the 'risk' factor in the 'quantifiable' analysis in value proposition, i.e., the low 
attendances at TM events.     
  
Its easy to blame the weather, the economy, the logistics, the job-market, the cost, the individual and 
collective priorities and even the district's geography! The bottom line is that the proposition to generate 
'values' at each and every TM club meeting and at each and every TM event outside the club, is 
completely and irrevocably in the hands of each and every Toastmaster and/or appointed event-
organizers.  
  
Value propositions therefore when fully implemented becomes vital to the 'quantifiable' results, and 
they can significantly improve an individual's and organization's abilities to sell, market and manage its 
product and services to their fullest extent.  
  
Best regards, 
  



Sam 
  
Sam Mehta, DTM, PDG 
"Achieving Greatness Together" 
 


